Muscle Energy
Muscle Energy is our trade name for this special sublingual (under the
tongue) formulation of ATP (adenosine triphosphate).
This product is NOT for everybody. It is especially formulated and used by
serious fitness enthusiasts (Crossfit, bodybuilders, HIIT routines, etc) as
well as amateur and professional athletes.
ATP is also favored by endurance athletes who, during their events,
require short bursts of energy – such as cyclists, cross country runners,
mudders, etc.
Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is produced by every mitochondria cell
within the human body. It is directly or indirectly responsible for 95% of
the biological activity in the body, including muscle contractions, circulation, and building new tissue.
ATP is formed from a long chain of metabolic events in which a variety of substrates are transferred from the foods you eat.
However, this supplemental, proprietary sublingual (under the tongue) formulation allows for direct absorption of ATP through the
mucosa of the mouth and throat, absorbed directly into the bloodstream and avoiding the stomach.
Not all experts fully agree on the nature and effectiveness of sublingual ATP in its relation to athletic performance.
And, to compound the issue, not all people experience the same level or rate of uptake when using this formulation. Therefore, the
formulation is NOT the variable. But, rather, the person using the formulation is the variable.
We observe the same variable effectiveness with glucosamine. A person’s ability to uptake the product will determine its effectiveness.
As a result, for some fitness enthusiasts and athletes, this formulation is amazingly effective. And, for others, it is not.
There is some anecdotal evidence of ATP Muscle Energy effectiveness that can be substantiated by the work of Dr. Irshad Chaudry.
He demonstrated there is evidence that ATP can cross the cell membrane and suggests that the release and uptake of ATP or its
substrates are part of the physiological process of energy metabolism.
There have also been several other studies regarding this particular ATP formulation.
- Oral Adenosine-5-triphosphate (ATP)
- Administration Increases Postexercise ATP Levels, Muscle Excitability and Athletic Performance Following a Repeated Sprint Bout
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This product has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. It is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Consult your physician before taking any nutritional supplement.

